Clearing the Desk

**ALUMNI OFFICES** get a lot of mail—mostly from people wanting favors. That’s all right. The Alumni Association is a service organization, and its “hired hands” are expected to give service.

But every once in a while along comes a letter so full of sincere interest in the welfare of the University that it offsets a dozen of the other kind of letters.

It is Doris Riley, school teacher and “amateur rancher” near Healdton, who writes “I am very glad to be a Life Member of the University of Oklahoma Alumni Association.”

“When attending college on the proverbial shoe string,” she adds, “a great many of us had to make a choice between the several things that might be termed ‘necessities of life.’ Books and materials were necessities during college. Now that I am a graduate, membership in my University’s alumni association is a necessity even on a shoe-string budget.”

That’s the kind of spirit that puts life-blood into an alumni organization.

**SOME PEOPLE** may question the value of a college education these days, but not a certain freshman who took the English placement test this fall.

“No matter whom you may be,” he wrote, “whether you are poor or rich, smart or dumb, black or white, you should positively go to college and stay there as long as they will let you.”

Sometimes it’s hardly any.

**PLEASE EXCUSE** the slight odor of orchids in this department, but when alumni write commendatory letters to the Alumni Office, it takes more restraint that we happen to have at the moment to keep from printing them.

James D. Fellers, Oklahoma City attorney, writes Alumni Secretary Beard that “You and your fine alumni publication, Sooners Magazine, have won me over! Check covering first payment on one Life Membership is enclosed. I am only wondering why I have waited this long to start purchasing this life subscription for the magazine.”

Mrs. Fellers (Margaret Ellen Rander- son, ‘36) is included in this new Life Membership.

“We realize that most of your work necessarily is done quietly but it is of great importance to the University,” he wrote. “I am sure that we shall derive a great deal of satisfaction from joining the organized alumni and former students and from doing our part toward furthering the interests of the University. Incidentally we have already purchased our season football tickets for this year and are looking forward to the games with eager anticipation.”

**MODERN YOUTH** has a direct approach to problems that is sometimes a bit startling.

Take the case of a Norman co-ed who got to thinking that she has probably missed something by not going away to school where she would be on her own responsibility.

The difficulty wasn’t insurmountable. She just got her mother to rent her room to some other students, while she moved out of her own home and rented a place in a student rooming house.

We don’t know whether she sometimes telephones home, or just writes a letter.

**GOLF** is one of the few outdoor recreations that faculty members can indulge in. Instead of being a luxury sport in Norman, it’s about the cheapest (greens fee 25 cents on any of three courses). You don’t have to be in training, as for tennis or handball.

One day he flung his clubs into a thicket of trees on the golf course and quit the game forever.

His wife had beaten him!

**STUDENT HELP** in the Alumni Office is something that we are very thankful to have, so don’t get the wrong impression if we remark that we are sometimes less thankful than others.

Like the time recently when a student stenographer wrote a more or less routine letter thanking an alumna (woman graduate to you non-Latin readers) for filling in and returning a biographical information form.

Imagine your alumni secretary’s consternation when the lady returned the letter with a note at the bottom remarking “What?—Did I really supply some inside information?”

The typist, instead of writing “biographical information,” had typed it “biological.”

**FORT HANCOCK,** New Jersey, is “like a little Oklahoma colony,” writes
Lieut. William L. Vogt, son of the former dean of the University Extension Division, since so many O. U. men have been stationed there recently.

REMEMBERING the intensity of feeling that followed the Sooner-Tennessee football game in the Orange Bowl a couple of years ago, O. U. students were surprised to find this fall that the new secretary of fraternity affairs at the University is Tom Smith, who played on the Tennessee team against the Sooners. Smith came to the University of Oklahoma to take law, as he plans to practice in this state after graduation.

WOMEN'S COUNSELOR Margaret Stephenson still gets a little jittery when she thinks about a letter she received from someone in Tulsa.

"I understand," said this questioner, "that you have some kind of publication rating the sorority chapters on the basis of social prestige, wealth and size, and I would like to get a copy."

The printing of any such list would start a battle royal which, in Miss Stephenson's considered opinion, would very likely overshadow the fracas in Europe.

FRANK ROBERSON, '10, now living in Grand Rapids, Michigan, was back on the campus for his class reunion in June.

Walking around the campus, he encountered Dean Gittinger, whom he had not seen for twenty-two years.

He spoke to the dean, and started to introduce himself. But before he could give his name, Dean Gittinger said "Hello Roberson, how are you?"

Who can beat that for a feat of memory?

BOTH PLEASED and surprised was the Anadarko Daily News when it discovered that the dignified director of the University Extension Division has a "past."

The News, which is published by Joe W. McBride, '28 bus, commented editorially that "Herbert Scott, director of the Extension Division at the University of Oklahoma, a dignified, capable and scholarly man, surprised us yesterday with the tale of a hobo trip he made with our local Dr. John Miles during college days."

"It seems," the News explained, "that the two rode the rods and blinds all over the west back in the days when police spent much of their time keeping the 'beats' off the rails. We are glad to learn these fellows were typical as younger men and their early expression for adventure is perhaps the theme that makes them leaders in their respective careers today.

In our youth, freight train rides were on a much more limited basis, ranging from five to one hundred miles. These fellows are reported to have been on the 'rods' for as long as twenty-two hours at a stretch without food or drink. We
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would say they were bullheaded for destiny.

Proving once more a point which often is overlooked—that college professors are almost human.

WHENEVER there's a serious need, you can depend upon some loyal Sooner to rise to the occasion.

The Alumni Office has been searching for six months for a copy of the 1905 Mistletoe, the first regular student yearbook ever published at the University. This particular copy needed to complete the file of yearbooks in the Alumni Office which ran straight on through to 1940 except for that very first issue.

Last month, just as this magazine was going to press, a copy of the long-sought Mistletoe was brought to the Alumni Office with the compliments of John A. Merkle, '06, now a farmer living near Norman.

Through Mr. Merkle's kindness in putting his copy of this yearbook on permanent loan, the Alumni Office now has the complete file of Sooner Yearbooks in existence anywhere.

The file is frequently consulted for information about early-day students and bits of University history not available elsewhere. The amazing increase in the number and range of student interests during the period 1905 to 1940, as shown in the parade of yearbooks, is an important chapter in the history of the institution.

If you want to see how remarkably odd you and your best friends looked twenty or thirty years ago, drop by and take a look into the old yearbooks.

WE WERE much relieved to find that the censors decided Sooner Magazine was not trying to conduct espionage through its Engineer Alumni Directory.

A request for a copy of the directory was received from Abbas S. Siahpoosh, '36eng, '37ged, Teheran, Iran, who has been connected with the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company but more recently on army duty. The envelope bore a label "Opened by Censor" and was stamped "Passed—Censor."

It took about two months for the letter to reach Norman.

BRISK winds are rumbling yellow leaves across the campus in bright fall sunlight. Freshmen are wandering around the campus, a little bewildered but tremendously eager. Football is being talked. Classes are settling down to regular work. Another school year has started. Some six thousand young people are busily and seriously engaged in learning all they can about truth and beauty and how to get along with other people. That's about what a college education boils down to.

Somehow we can't seem to recall any dictator or tyrant who was a college graduate.

R. C.